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Although Analytics in many organisations is well established, it is still the case that perhaps no more than 25%
of employees make use of reports and dashboards from BI tools with even fewer using Machine Learning mod-
els or AI.  There is still a long way to go if companies are to realise the promise of using ML and AI to automati-
cally prevent problems, seize opportunities and continually optimise business processes in everyday business
operations.  

The vision that many executives have is to make use of BI, ML and AI to increase the level of automation and to
enable everyone in the company to contribute towards improving Business Performance. They want to create
an ‘always on’ data and AI-driven Intelligent Business where BI and Machine Learning models are deployed
right across the business so that every person, and every application, in the enterprise is able to leverage the
right insights at the right-time in every activity to help them contribute to the overall performance of the busi-
ness. 

Therefore, it should be possible to embed BI and Machine Learning models into operational Business Process-
es to guide and drive decisions and actions in everyday business operations. It should also be possible to auto-
mate more using self-learning AI.  This would move organisations towards creating Intelligent Applications, and
utilising AI driven automation for right-time business process optimisation and decision management. 

This includes embedding Analytics into all customer facing applications and Websites to enable a personalised
Customer Experience as well as partners and suppliers being guided by BI, alerts, and recommendations.  The
objective is to move towards automated, self-learning, AI-driven business operations.

To make this possible requires:  

• Trusted and compliant data
• BI Web Services to integrate BI into operational business processes 
• JavaScript to embed BI into Websites 
• Developing and deploying Machine Learning models (ML) for use in automatic real-time scoring and analysis 
• Real-time monitoring of operational events to detect exceptions and opportunities as they happen
• On-demand and event driven data integration for real-time Analytics
• On-demand and event driven reporting
• Rules engines to make automatic decisions and take automatic actions
• Using prescriptive Machine Learning models for automated alerts
• Using prescriptive Machine Learning models for live recommendations
• Reward oriented re-enforcement learning 
• Guided Analytics
• Dynamically guided Smart Processes
• Data Governance for trusted data
• Live dashboards and scorecards for situational awareness
• Dynamic event-driven budgeting and planning

This one-day seminar shows how you can embed BI, ML and AI-automation into applications and processes to
make your company data and AI-driven. The purpose is to achieve ‘always on’ business optimisation, dynamic
planning by automating, guiding, and empowering employees, business partners, suppliers, and customers to
make better decisions to improve Business Performance.  

It provides a roadmap and methodology to creating the right-time Intelligent Enterprise by taking an in-depth
look at the technologies and methodologies needed to make it happen.

ABOUT THIS SEMINAR

Embedded Analytics, Intelligent Apps & AI Automation



AUDIENCE

This seminar is intended for business and IT Professionals responsible for information delivery, business inte-
gration and leveraging BI, ML and AI in operational environments. It assumes that you have already built ana-
lytical systems and are now looking to leverage insights produced in everyday operations. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• How to justify, architect, and integrate AI, Machine Learning models and Business Intelligence into operational 
business processes and applications as part of a coordinated program to improve Business Performance
• How to use automatic real-time event processing to monitor operational events as they happen to detect prob-
lems, identify opportunities, and drive and guide business operations 
• How to create Intelligent Apps and how to use AI to automate tasks
• How to use real-time data integration, on-demand decision services, prescriptive Machine Learning models as a 
service, BI Web Services, queries, real-time decision engines, enterprise alerting and business process automa-
tion to put Analytics to work in driving every-day business operations



OUTLINE

1. An Introduction to Data-Driven Business Opti-
imisation

This session looks at how embedded Analytics, Ma-
chine Learning and AI-automation can help compa-
nies improve efficiency and effectiveness of decision
making in operational business processes. It looks at
the business benefits of embedded Analytics, Intelli-
gent Apps, and AI automation, where businesses
want to utilise these capabilities in core applications
and processes at what is needed to make it possible. 

• What do we mean by embedded Analytics and Intel-
ligent Apps?
• What is AI automation and what can it do?
• Business benefits - Why use embedded Analytics, 
event-driven prescriptive Machine Learning models, 
and AI-automation? 
• How can it help optimise business and improve ef-
fectiveness?
• Examples and case studies of using embedded An-
alytics, Intelligent Apps, and AI automation in prac
tice e.g., IoT analytics, fraud detection, personalis-
ing the customer experience, supply chain optimisa-
tion 
• What’s needed to get started?
• Key mistakes and how to avoid them

2. Technologies and Tools for the Data-Driven In-
telligent Enterprise

This session looks at the technology components to
consider when implementing embedded Analytics,
Intelligent Apps, and AI-automation.

• BI as a service for on-demand insights 
• Predictive ML model services for on-demand scor-
ing 
• Prescriptive ML model services for on-demand rec-
ommendations
• MLOps for ML model management
• AI Automation tools 

o Process mining
o Robotic Process Automation
o AI-driven orchestration e.g., IBM Watson Or-
chestrate

• Using Machine-Learning models embedded in data-
bases
• Augmented analysis for assisted rapid problem 
identification

• Embedding Machine Learning models and BI ser
vices into operational applications to create Intelli-
gent Apps
• Scalable messaging e.g., Kafka, AWS Kinesis, 
Azure Event Hubs, Solace,   

• Streaming Analytics pipelines on real-time data
o Event driven data integration
o Event-driven prescriptive ML for automated 
actions

• Using real-time data and ML for situational aware-
ness dashboards 
• Decision/rules engines for automated decision man-
agement
• Automated Action services
• Pushing alerts and recommendations to mobile 
workers

• The role of business integration technologies such 
as REST, GraphQL, Enterprise Service Bus and 
Business Process Management

• Low code/ no-code automation using ML and tools 
like Microsoft PowerAutomate

3. Architectures and Methodologies for Creating 
the Smart Enterprise

This session looks at the Architecture options for inte-
grating Analytics and ML into applications and imple-
menting event processing for operational decision
management. It also looks at the pros and cons of
these options and at methodologies for doing it. 

• Embedding Analytics and ML – why a single ap-
proach is not enough
• A methodology to successfully implement embed-
ded Analytics and ML 
• Understanding user communities, roles, and the ap-
plications they use
• Understanding business processes, process events 
and external events
• Right-time operational Analytics requirements - 
Who needs what BI, ML and AI automation and 
when? Intelligence, prescriptive Analytics, and au-
tomation



o Integrating real-time insights into dashboards 
and planning

o Using on-demand analytical and automated 
decision services in a SOA

o Integrating BI, ML, and automation with Busi-
ness Process Management (BPM) software

o Automatic decision services
o AI-driven orchestration and actions
o Edge computing - Real-time Analytics at the 
edge

• The implications of right-time embedded Analytics 
and ML on existing analytical systems

• Pros and cons of different options
• Identifying the best architecture option for role-
based business optimisation 

4. Embedding Analytics and AI into Operational
Applications and Processes

This session looks at why embedding Analytics in ap-
plications and process and introducing automation is
becoming mission critical to reducing costs and im-
proving efficiency. It looks in how to create Intelligent
Apps and processes by invoking analytical ML and AI
services from applications and Business Process
Management software.  It focuses on how to use or-
chestration to leverage analytics, ML and AI automa-
tion and how to monitor cost and efficiency of busi-
ness processes.

• Integrating BI, ML and AI into operational applica-
tions and business processes using on-demand 
Web Services

• Automating human tasks using AI-driven robotic 
process automation and Intelligent Document Pro-
cessing
• The power of human and AI-driven orchestration
• Automation building blocks
• The AI-driven automation process 
• Human and AI-driven decision and action automa-
tion
• Monitoring operational business processes 

o Change Data Capture 
o Using event-driven data integration and in-
memory data 

o Streaming Analytics

o Using predictive models for automated analy-
sis, scoring and pattern detection

o Using rules engines for automated decision 
management 

o Data Streaming Technologies -
• Amazon Kinesis, Azure Event Hubs and 
IoT Hubs, Google Cloud Pub/Sub, Kafka, 
Solace 

o Streaming Analytics Technologies
• Google Cloud DataFlow, IBM Streams, 
SAS Stream Processing, Spark Stream-
ing, Striim, Ververica Apache Flink, Vol- 
DB 

• Deploying ML models at the edge to monitor IoT de-
vices and optimise processes
• Optimising operational processes using prescriptive 
analytics and live recommendations

5. Using Embedded Analytics, Intelligent Apps
and AI Automation in CRM and Supply Chain
Operations

This session looks at how to create ‘Intelligent Apps
and processes in front-office and back-office busi-
ness operations. It discusses how right-time Analyt-
ics, ML and AI can be leveraged across all customer
touchpoints for targeted and personalised customer
marketing, sales, and service and for improving cus-
tomer retention and satisfaction while lowering cost. It
also looks at how to optimise supply chain operations
using prescriptive Analytics for alerting and automat-
ed actions.

• Building a Customer Data Platform (CDP) for single 
view of the customer
• The customer intelligent front office - using embed-
ded BI, ML and AI-Automation to improve market-
ing, sales, and service
• Leveraging automated analysis for alerting and rec-
ommendations to guide front-office operations
• Integrating Analytics and ML with multi-channel 
campaign management systems
• Using operational BI, ML, and decision automation 
to support a mobile sales force
• AI-driven Chatbots in customer service
• Acting on insights from mobile devices



• Using real-time and prescriptive Analytics in fraud 
detection
• Continuous monitoring of supply chain performance 
and operational cost
• Automating supply chain optimisation using De
mand Intelligence
• Right-time alerting in supply chain operations

6. Active Dynamic Planning and Management for
Continuous Optimisation

This session shows how business integration soft-
ware can be used to integrate BI, ML and AU automa-
tion services with business planning to dynamically
manage Business Performance at strategic and oper-
ational levels.

• Integrating prescriptive Analytics and on-demand 
operational BI into planning scorecards with KPIs 
for live alerts and operational performance monitori- 
ing
• AI-assisted dynamic planning - taking action to 
solve operational business problems as they hap-
pen to keep your business optimised

Mike Ferguson is Managing Director of Intelligent
Business Strategies Limited.  As an analyst and con-
sultant he specialises in Business Intelligence and
Enterprise Business Integration.  With over 39 years
of IT experience, he has consulted for dozens of com-
panies on Business Intelligence Strategy, technology
selection, enterprise architecture, and data manage-
ment. He has spoken at events all over the world and
written numerous articles. Formerly he was a princi-
pal and co-founder of Codd and Date Europe Limited
– the inventors of the Relational Model, a Chief Archi-
tect at Teradata on the Teradata DBMS and Euro-
pean Managing Director of Database Associates. He
teaches popular master classes in Operational Busi-
ness Intelligence, New Technologies in DW and BI for
the Agile Enterprise, Big Data Multi-Platform Analyt-
ics, Master Data Management and Enterprise Data
Governance
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Registration fee: 
e 650

If anyone registered is unable to attend, or in case
of cancellation of the seminar, the general conditions
mentioned before are applicable.

first name ...............................................................

surname .................................................................

job title ...................................................................

organisation ...........................................................

address ..................................................................

postcode ................................................................

city .........................................................................

country ...................................................................

telephone ...............................................................

fax ..........................................................................

e-mail .....................................................................

✂

Send your registration form
with the receipt of the payment to:
Technology Transfer S.r.l.
Piazza Cavour, 3 - 00193 Rome (Italy)
Tel. +39-06-6832227 - Fax +39-06-6871102
info@technologytransfer.it
www.technologytransfer.it

Stamp and signature

INFORMATION

PARTICIPATION FEE
e 650

The fee includes all seminar
documentation.

SEMINAR TIMETABLE

9.30 am - 1.00 pm
2.00 pm - 5.00 pm

HOW TO REGISTER

You must send the registration form with
the receipt of the payment to:
info@technologytransfer.it

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER S.r.l.
Piazza Cavour, 3 - 00193 Rome (Italy) 

PAYMENT

Wire transfer to:
Technology Transfer S.r.l.
Banca: Cariparma
Agenzia 1 di Roma
IBAN Code: 
IT 03 W 06230 03202 000057031348
BIC/SWIFT: CRPPIT2P546

GENERAL CONDITIONS

DISCOUNT

The participants who will register 30 days
before the seminar are entitled to a 5%
discount.
If a company registers 5 participants to the
same seminar, it will pay only for 4.
Those who benefit of this discount are not
entitled to other discounts for the same
seminar.

CANCELLATION POLICY

A full refund is given for any cancellation
received more than 15 days before the
seminar starts. Cancellations less than
15 days prior the event are liable for 50%
of the fee. Cancellations less than one
week prior to the event date will be liable
for the full fee.

CANCELLATION LIABILITY

In the case of cancellation of an event for
any reason, Technology Transfer’s
liability is limited to the return of the
registration fee only.


